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About This Content

WOOD ELVES race comes with its own unique AI and players (Passers, Wardancers, catchers, linemen and the Treeman) but
also their own star players: Dolfar Longstride and Jordell Freshbreeze!

Elves are amazingly agile and almost as fast as Skaven. Avoiding other's tackles is a pure formality for them. Especially for the
Wardancers whose ability to go through opposing defenses is nearly outmatched. Elves are excellent passers and catchers. Their

game could become a true nightmare for other teams not as agile and fast as they are.
The Treeman is probably the strongest player in the whole of Blood Bowl. He's gifted with an extraordinary natural strength

against which very few players can compete. However, the Treeman is extremely slow and has a bad tendency of taking root in
the middle of the field. If that happens, he won't be able to move...at all.
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Should NOT be on early acess yet, Only thing you can do is Bowling, The only person that would like this game in the state it's
in is Roman Bellic!

Edit:
Tried to replay it a year and a half later First off the tutorial... why is it needed you just walk around and show off ALSO Where
the **** are the graphics settings?!
Secondly verifying email is so annoying it doesn't send the email half the time and even after all that I can't even chnge my in
game name?!
As a transgender that's needed badly I have my old ugly name f**k off if you think i want to see that all the time In conclusion
this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥still even a year later.. unplayable cr*p

the company who produced this sh*t have basicly mugged all their customers off and robbed them..they have no intention of
finishing what they started (if their was any intention in the first place) in the real world this is called fraud!!!
hope by posting this i prevent anyone else from buying this waste of space. Still better than need for speed. JESUS CHRIST
FOR THE LOVE OF GOD PLEASE DO NOT GET THIS GAME. MY FRIEND CONVINCED ME TO PLAY IT AGAIN
AFTER MY FIRST ATTEMPT AND I'M LITERALLY SO CLOSE TO DESTROYING MY COMPUTER. FOR
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 SAKE BENNETT! WHY! YOU COULD HAVE BEEN A GOOD PERSON BUT YOU
DECIDED TO PULL THIS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THIS GAME! I AM GONNA KILL MYSELF BECAUSE OF THIS JESUS CHRIST AWSGGEH
SERFKTKKERGTGYETKEH%EKER%KYHERTRTKTRAHYAERTHTERAHYKARETHKTERAHKAERTHTAHRJRTJH
TREHJKTREHJKRFGDSKJSRGTKJSRTKTRSKERTAYLUJL:ATYLTRWLYLWYWLywlYEWLYELYERA%LYER%WL
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help me. horrible game. Well it's alright educational game to help child learn words but I can't recommend this because I got this
from 3D Realms Anthology bundle and to me this is just filler game in that bundle.
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nice free to play fun :). IF YOU FIND THIS GAME ON SALE, feel free to get it. IF IT IS NOT ON SALE, wait.

It was amusing, but with a short and unsatisfying gameplay loop and the fact that the game was over in about 2h with nothing
but 100% \/ achieves to go for, it was not worth it.
Not a slight on the developers- they made an okay game, just not one worth the price I paid and definitely not the quality that
they're hyped up to be.

Is it worth 4.99? No.
Is it worth buying during a 25% or 50% discount? Yes.. Fun fighting, puzzle, bouncing game. Right when you think you have
the mechanics figured out there is a twist. A room with a new type of puzzle, a monster that looks harmless then fires ghosts at
you, or its time to change my hero in order to beat a specific room, and then you die. Yay for infinite lives! But you need to start
the dungeon over again. Reminds me of old school mario games where you get half way through, then die, and have to run the
level over again until you unlock the secret of the level you are on. I like farming gold, but then i get stuck because he has no
boost!. It's pretty neat!. Like Eve, Eve Valkyrie and Freelancer had a slightly ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ baby and its full of solo developer
eurojank charm. Edit: Also, this dev has added just so ♥♥♥♥ing much over the course of development and takes pride in his
game.. Played this game in full 12 player lobbies where we were all on voice comms together. Mini golf with friends, as you'd
expect, is a hillarious and great time. The game's price tag ($6) is a good price, especially when more courses/modes get added.
You can also join open lobbies and play golf with strangers on the internet; this is a game that should be played with other
people.. CONTROLS ARE HORRIBLE
. Really enjoyed playing this, its very challenging at times and then equally rewarding once you solve the problem and get to the
next area.
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